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In the present investigation, the effect of both: rolling parameters (2 reduction rates and 3 cooling rates) and chemical elements such as: C, Mn, Nb, Ti, Mo, Ni, Cr, Cu and B, has been studied in relation to strength properties in low-carbon microalloyed steels with high niobium contents (up to 0.12 wt. % Nb). For this purpose, an experimental set-up was designed based on an intelligent design of experiments (DoE), resulting in 26 casts (laboratory casts). A combination of metallography, Electron Back-Scattered Diffraction (EBSD) and tensile tests have been performed to study how processing parameters and chemical composition affect the strength. The results, where the proof stress, tensile strength, uniform and fracture elongations are the response variables, have been analysed statistically by means of multiple linear regression technique, leading to response equations. From the results, it was found that the effectiveness of niobium increasing the strength is reduced as carbon content increases.
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1 Introduction

Strength and toughness are two most important mechanical properties for the design of steel structures, pressure vessels, pipelines or other similar components [1]. Thermo-mechanical rolling is used to maximise grain refinement and thus achieve both higher strength and toughness [2]. A fine grain microstructure is an optimum method for improving strength since unlike most other strengthening mechanisms, the improvement in strength is also accompanied by an improvement in toughness. The use of niobium in low-carbon bainitic steels is advantageous because when the amount of solute niobium is increased, retardation of austenite recrystallization is observed at significant higher temperatures, and also because of its ability to promote the formation of bainite [3, 4]. It is well known that the reduction of carbon contents improves weldability of steels.

2 Intelligent design of experiments

To study the effect of C, Mn, Nb, Ti, Mo, Ni, Cr, Cu and B, a statistical approach is used, by means of an intelligent design of experiments using a three-stage approach:

- In stage 1, a half fractional factorial design is used to examine five factors at two levels using sixteen casts, the factors being Mn, Ni, Cu, Mo and Cr; 16 casts in total.
- Stage 2, is a full factorial design, with combinations of low and high levels of C and Nb.
- Stage 3 investigates the influence of B and Ti since only B in solid solution is effective for the phase transformation.

The levels for each factor are shown in Tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Cr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In total, 26 casts: 24 casts with the aim composition from the experimental design, plus 2 failed casts (because of high carbon level: 0.09 wt. %) have been made. From each cast, one 12 mm thickness plate has been rolled under six conditions. These conditions have reduction ratios below the no recrystallization temperature ($\theta_\gamma$) of 2 and 4, with a finish rolling temperature of 850 °C and cooling rates between 850 °C and 550 °C of 0.5 °C/s (Air Cooling, AC), 10 °C/s followed by air cooling (ACcelerated Cooling + Air Cooling, ACC + AC), and 10 °C/s followed by slow cooling (ACcelerated Cooling + Cooling simulation, ACC + CT) as sketched in Fig. 1. All these plates have been supplied by OCASArcelorMittal R&D (Belgium).

Tab. 2 summarizes the six rolling conditions. These conditions are selected to simulate the slow cooling conditions in heavy plate mills without accelerated cooling, faster cooling in heavy mills with accelerated cooling, and in hot strip mills with cooling after rolling.

Four industrial casts were used for the verification/validation of the models obtained with the laboratory casts. These industrial casts were delivered by Ruukki (Finland), Corus (United Kingdom) and Salzgitter (Germany).
was used to determine the stress-strain curves. Duplicate specimens were taken from most plate conditions. From tensile tests, 0.2% proof stress, tensile strength, uniform and fracture elongations were calculated.

3 Experimental methods

3.1 EBSD Technique

The present work deals with different types of microstructures: ferrite, bainite and mixture of the former ones. In most conventional metallographic images, such as optical micrographs, grain boundaries can be distinguished by applying an etchant which attacks grain boundaries preferentially. However, sometimes the low angle misorientations, characteristic of bainite, are not detected. Therefore, the characterization of different types of microstructures by means of conventional metallographic techniques is sometimes hard to carry out. On the other hand, Electron Back-Scattered Diffraction technique (EBSD) is a useful tool to obtain detailed microstructural information, mainly at the scale of bainitic microstructures.

The samples for EBSD observations were prepared from rolling schedules samples, taking into account the rolling direction. All the scans were carried out on a Philips XL30cp Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) at the quarter plate thickness position. The step size was 0.4 μm and scan size was 160 × 100 μm. TSL OIM Analysis 4.6 software was used to analyse the data.

3.2 Tensile tests

Round tensile test specimens, with 25 mm gauge length and 5 mm cross section diameter, were machined according to standard DIN 10125. Testing was performed by Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Maribor (Slovenia), with an INSTRON 1255 servo hydraulic testing machine supported by Control Panel 8500+. An optical deformation and strain measurement system ARAMIS was employed for this purpose.

4 Statistical analysis

4.1 Introduction

Multiple linear regression technique was used to obtain response equations from the response variables: proof stress, tensile strength, uniform and fracture elongations. Essential Regression and Experimental Design of Chemist and Engineers Software® was employed for this purpose. The sample was formed by the aforementioned 26 casts (laboratory casts) whose results can be found in detail elsewhere [5].

4.2 Response Variables

Concerning response regressors, those parameters or variables considered in the three intelligent designs were taken into account: Chemical elements (C, Nb, Ti, Mn, B, Cr, Cu, Ni and Mo) and rolling parameters: rolling reduction (RR) and cooling rates (where \( CR_{100-550^\circ C} \) and \( CR_{550-20^\circ C} \) denote \( CR_1 \) and \( CR_2 \), respectively). A transformation of variables takes place concerning the cooling rates (\( CR_1 \) and \( CR_2 \)). Note that the cooling rates are basically between 0.5 – 10 °C/s and 0.25 – 0.008 °C/s for \( CR_1 \) and \( CR_2 \), respectively. The cooling rates variables differ by orders of magnitude, being such orders of magnitude which make the difference. Therefore the cooling rates are introduced as the decimal logarithms, \( \log_{10} CR_1 \) and \( \log_{10} CR_2 \).
such terms will be spelt as $\text{lg}CR_1$ and $\text{lg}CR_2$ from now on.

Furthermore, based on metallurgical reasons, interaction terms such as; $\text{lg}CR_1 \times \text{composition term}$, $RR \times \text{lg}CR_1$, $\text{Nb} \times \text{lg}CR_2$, $RR \times \text{Nb}$, $C \times \text{Nb}$ and Ti $\times$ B, have been explored in the multiple regressions. The physical meaning of these terms can be explained as follows: In the first place, $\text{lg}CR_1 \times \text{composition term}$ mean the correction that needs to be applied to the chemical elements for the fastest cooling rates ($CR_1$, accelerated cooling). As instance, there are elements, such as Mn, B, which present remarkable effects on hardenability (promoting the appearance of bainite), and therefore on strength for air cooling samples. However when accelerated cooling is applied, such effects are weakened, simply because a high proportion of bainite is formed, almost irrespective of Mn or B additions.

In a previous work [6], the microstructure which shows this sort of steels was properly described. From this work, it was found that the effect of accelerated cooling on microstructure depends strongly on the applied rolling reduction. For low reductions ($\text{ACC}^+ RR = 2$), bainite microstructures (almost 100%) were found, in contrast with those for higher reductions ($\text{ACC}^+ RR = 4$), where a finer microstructure, composed by a mixture of ferrite and bainite, is found. As will be demonstrated later on, the type of microstructure (ferrite, bainite) plays an important role on mechanical properties. For these reasons, the interaction term $RR \times \text{lg}CR_1$, has been included.

The interaction terms $\text{Nb} \times \text{lg}CR_1$ and $RR \times \text{Nb}$ explain how the effect of Nb can be increased by reducing both $CR_2$ and rolling reduction; lower cooling rate $CR_1$ (coiling simulation) allows more time for NbC precipitation, whilst decreasing the rolling reduction below $d_{fr}$ (finishing stage), more Nb is retained in solution in the austenite, prior to phase transformation ($\gamma \rightarrow \alpha$), which can increase strength by increasing the hardenability or precipitation.

Finally concerning $C \times \text{Nb}$ and Ti $\times$ B, these terms have been considered to study the interaction effects of these two pairs of elements. On the one hand, high additions of Nb (up to 0.12 wt. %) can be more effective with low C levels than with higher contents, when considering the solubility and precipitation of NbC. And on the other, it is well established that only B in solid solution is effective for the phase transformation. Therefore the formation of BN is avoided by means of selected titanium additions, where Ti/N above the stoichiometric ratio ($Ti/N > 3.42$) is expected to be more effective than that below the stoichiometric ratio ($Ti/N < 3.42$).

4.3 Coefficients of multiple determination

In order to figure out whether a model actually describes the data adequately or how good is the "fit" of the predicted data compared to the "real data", the most common coefficient used is the coefficient of determination, $R^2$. An $R^2$ of 1,0 indicates that the regression line perfectly fits the data. However a $R^2$ value close to unity does not necessarily guarantee a good model; each additional variable added to the model increases $R^2$. Thus, $R^2$ can be made larger simply by adding more predictor variables to the model.

There is another coefficient of determination which bears in mind the degrees of freedom in the model; adjusted coefficient of determination, $R^2_{adj}$. This adjusted $R^2$ does not automatically increase when new predictor variables are added to the model, in fact, the $R^2_{adj}$ may actually decrease. This gives an idea of how much or how little added value is obtained from a bigger model. Finally, another important parameter in the data analysis is the concept of significance, denoted as $\alpha$. In statistics, a coefficient is significant if it is unlikely to occur by chance; the smaller its significance parameter, the safer the coefficient is. Significance levels of 0,10 and 0,05 are commonly used to determine whether a coefficient is significant or not. In this work, a significance level of $\alpha = 0.1$ has been adopted.

4.4 Response equations

For each parameter, two equations are fitted:

- "Autofit": Only those variables with significance $\alpha < 0.1$ are considered and
- $R^2_{max}$: where all possible models are considered and the one with the largest adjusted determination (maximum $R^2_{adj}$) coefficient is retained.

The first option (Autofit) is the safest statistical approach. The second one is trying to detect some more effects, but the coefficients are not so sure ($\alpha > 0.1$).

5 Results

5.1 Microstructure

As described in detail elsewhere [6], typical microstructures observed for this type of steels, low-carbon microalloyed steels with high niobium contents, can be observed in Fig. 4, by means of Inverse Pole Figures (IPF) and Image Quality maps. The Image Quality map is a map formed by mapping image quality parameter (IQ) obtained from each point in an EBSD scan onto a gray scale. The IQ parameter describes the quality of an electron backscatter diffraction pattern. Any distortions to the crystal lattice, such as grain boundaries (mainly) and high dislocation density within the diffraction volume, produce lower quality (more diffuse) diffraction patterns. Because of the high dislocation density characteristic of bainite, in contrast with ferrite, bainite shows a poorer diffraction pattern which is translated into darker areas.

The air cooling samples (AC) mostly show polygonal ferrite microstructures as shown in Fig. 4a. However, some air cooling samples (AC) show acicular morphologies (bainite), instead of polygonal ferrite, when either boron or high contents of Mn (2.1 %) together with allowing elements such as Ni, Cr and mainly Mo are added. As the accelerated cooling is applied, the type of microstructure changes significantly, polygonal ferrite is replaced by a mixture of lower transformation microstructures, bainite. As said before, the effect of accelerated cooling on grain sizes and microstructure depends strongly on the applied rolling reduction.

For low rolling reductions ($\text{ACC}^+ RR = 2$), bainitic microstructures are found, with a remarkable presence of coarse bainitic packets, see Fig. 4c. Conversely, in the case of higher reduction ($\text{ACC}^+ RR = 4$), a finer microstructure, in comparison with those of air cooling conditions, is achieved, showing a mixture of ferrite and bainite, see Fig. 4b. In essence, the observed microstructures can be classified as follows: ferrite, mixture (ferrite plus bainite) and bainite.
5.2 Mechanical properties

In order to evaluate the effect of both the rolling parameters (rolling reduction and cooling rates) and type of microstructure on mechanical properties, strength and elongation, data from the 26 laboratory casts have been collected as a function of the aforementioned variables in Tab. 4 and Fig. 5. From these figures, the effect of the type of microstructure on mechanical properties is remarkable. The mean proof stress values are 500, 600 and 650 MPa for ferrite, mixture and bainite, respectively. These latter results are in accordance with the reported ones, where up to a yield strength of about 550 MPa typically relies on ferrite plus pearlite microstructures, while higher strength steels need to have bainitic constituents and steel with about 700 MPa yield strength is typically 100 % bainitic [7]. By applying accelerated cooling, about 100 MPa higher both proof stress and tensile strength are obtained. This can be explained by the microstructure, which exhibits a more bainitic microstructure rather than ferritic one observed in the air cooling samples.

Unfortunately, the change in strength adversely affects elongation properties; see Fig. 6a, where the change on (uniform) elongation properties follows the strengthening vector. Again, the microstructure plays an important role, see Fig. 5b and Fig. 6b. Both the uniform and fracture elongation values (averages) are reduced from 12.5 and 21.6 % for ferrite, to 8.3 and 17.6 % for mixture (ferrite plus bainite) and to 6.7 and 14.9 % for bainite.

Eventually, it is worth to comment that rolling reduction (RR) does not play any role, at first sight, on mechanical properties, see Fig. 5. This point is properly discussed later on.
5.3 Multiple regressions

Multiple linear regression technique is used to obtain response equations to response variables: proof stress, tensile strength, uniform and fracture elongations. The sample is formed by the 26 designed casts. Those parameters/variables considered in the three intelligent designs were taken into account (Mn, Ni, Mo, Cr, Cu, C, Nb, B and Ti) for the regression. Also, the rolling parameters, RR, \( \lg CR_1 \) and \( \lg CR_2 \) and the interaction terms; \( \lg CR_1 \times \text{composition terms}, RR \times \lg CR_1, \text{Nb} \times \lg CR_2, RR \times \text{Nb, } C \times \text{Nb and Ti} \times \text{B} \), have been included as regressors.

From each parameter, two equations are fitted, showing the results in: These two equations correspond to "Autofit" (first equation) and "\( R^2_{\text{adj}} \text{max} \)" (second equation) methods, where those coefficients with significance \( \alpha < 0.1 \) (credible ones, statistically proved effects) are shown in bold. From each response method, 3 statistical parameters are shown; coefficient of determination (\( R^2 \)), adjusted determination coefficient (\( R^2_{\text{adj}} \)) and the maximum significance (\( \alpha \)) which present the less credible of the predictor variables (underlined).

From strength models, see Tab. 5a, it is remarkable that tensile strength models obtain better determination coefficients than those for proof stress; 0.888 vs. 0.768 and 0.876 vs. 0.754 for \( R^2 \) and \( R^2_{\text{adj}} \) respectively (Autofit). This can be explained in terms of discontinuous yielding behaviour (Lüders bands) which the plates often exhibit, making proof stress far more variable than tensile strength. Concerning elongation models, both show similar determination coefficients: 0.713 vs. 0.730 (\( R^2 \)) and 0.701 vs. 0.714 (\( R^2_{\text{adj}} \)) for uniform and fracture elongation, respectively.

Again in the case of strength models, see (a), the first terms (single composition terms) predict the strength for \( CR = 1 \) °C/s (\( \log_{10} 1 \) °C/s = 0), which is close to air cooling conditions (0,5 °C/s). Conversely, the interaction terms (in brackets) show the correction that needs to be applied for
faster cooling rates (CR, ACC). As the cooling rate increases, the logCR increases proportionally weakening the effect of such elements (logCR×composition terms). On the other hand, Fig. 7a depicts the effect of the proved predictor variables, where the columns represent the average effect and the error bar spans from the maximum to the minimum effect.

From Tab. 5a and Fig. 7a, it is worth to figure out that B, C, Mo, Mn, lgCR, Nb×lgCR, and B×lgCR, present significant effects (α < 0.1, 1) in both models (proof stress and tensile strength). Concerning significative effects, what is remarkable is the number of interactions terms which appear only in the tensile strength model: lgCR×composition terms (C, Mn and Ni) and C×Nb, in contrast with proof stress models. The tensile strength values are probably less variable than the proof stress ones,

### Table 5 Response equations of tensile test models: (a) strength and (b) elongation

#### (a) Tensile Tests Models: Strength Models (MPa, wt.%, log(°C/s))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proof Stress (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 280+61500B+2300Ti+500C+140Mo+70Mn+logCR (90-23500B) -220Nb×logCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 240+61500B+2100Ti+500C+140Mo+90Mn+1logCR (160-26000B-40Mo) -220Nb×logCR+50RF+Nb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (MPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= -45+78000B+4200C +1350Nb+200Mo+190Mn+80Cr+75Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+logCR (300-40000B-1000C-70Mn-50Ni) -100Nb×logCR -1900C×NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= -40+78000B+4000C+1300Ti+1200Mo+180Mn+95Cr+75Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+logCR (300-40000B-900C-70Mn-40Ni-40Cu) -100Nb×logCR -1800C×NB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (b) Tensile Tests Models: Elongation Models (% , wt. %, log(°C/s))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform Elongation (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 22-1300B-58Mn-4Mo-2Cr-1Ni-2.7logCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 22-1300B-58Mn-4Mo-2Cr-1Ni-2.7logCR+0.2RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation of Fracture (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 20-2000-70C-8Mn-6Mo-3Cr-2Ni-2.5logCR+30C×NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 20-2000-70C-8Mn-6Mo-3Cr-2Ni-1Cu-2.5logCR+30C×NB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7** Effects of predictor variables (a) on strength (MPa) and (b) on elongation (%). Average ± max, minimum effects of significative predictors (Autofit, α < 0.1),

**Figure 8** Experimental vs. predicted plots (autofit, model adequacy) for (a) strength, and (b) elongation models
allowing therefore to obtain a more accurate model (higher coefficient of determinations) and detecting the effects of those regressors which play a minor role (less significative). From elongation models, see Fig. 8b, only the interaction term \( C \times Nb \) is found to have a significative effect on tensile fracture elongation. Concerning significative effects, B, Mn, Mo, Cr, Ni and accelerated cooling (lg CR) present significant effect for both models (uniform and fracture elongations).

Plots of experimental versus predicted parameters were generated for the 26 casts used to compute the response equations, considering only the Autofit method \((\alpha < 0.1)\), as shown in Fig. 8. Additional plots, see Fig. 9, show the experimental versus the predicted values for the 4 industrial casts (Tab. 3) to validate the proposed equations (Tab. 5).

If the prediction ability of the proposed equations is checked versus the industrial casts, it is observed that the models predict fairly accurately. The validations show a remarkable determination coefficients of 0.923 for tensile strength, whilst that for the coefficient of proof stress decreases slightly: from 0.768 to 0.593 for model adequacy (Fig. 8a) and model validation (Fig. 9a), respectively. However, the standard error (SE), which gives an idea of prediction accuracy, is slightly improved; from 40 to 38 MPa.

In the case of elongation models, similar conclusions can be stated when comparing model adequacy with model validation.

### 5.4 Interactions among response variables

In order to study more deeply the interactions observed chiefly between carbon and niobium on tensile strength, it is interesting to rewrite the response equations plotted in Tab. 5a.

**Tensile strength \( (R_m) \)**

\[
- 45 + 78000B - 200C + 200Mo + 190Mn + 80Cr + 75Ni + lg CR_1 (300 - 40000B - 70Mn - 40Ni) + C \times [4200 - 19000Nb - 1000lg CR_1] + Nb \times [1350 - 19000C - 100lg CR_2], \text{ MPa}
\]

Figure 9 Experimental vs. predicted plots (autofit, model validation) for (a) strength, and (b) elongation models.

Figure 10 Effect of carbon (a) and niobium (b) on tensile strength.
where the alloying elements are introduced as weight percentage (wt. %) and cooling rate \((CR, CR_s)\) as degree per second \(^{\circ}\mathrm{C}/\mathrm{s}\).

In the equation, which represents the Autofit equation of tensile strength, the terms in which the C and Nb are involved have been rearranged. The above equation tells that additions of B, C, Mo, Mn, Cr, Ni together with accelerated cooling increase the strength level. Conversely, the effect of B, Mn and Ni is weakened as \(CR\) is increased, or better said, when accelerated cooling is applied.

Concerning carbon term: \(C \times [4170 − 18700Nb − 96\log CR]\), Fig. 10a has been drawn considering two cooling conditions; AC and ACC, and for three levels of Nb; 0.04, 0.08 and 0.12 %. This latter plot indicates that the carbon effect is weakened when accelerated cooling is applied and for high niobium contents. It seems that carbon is more effective increasing the strength levels for air cooling conditions and in combination with low niobium levels.

In the case of Nb: \(Nb \times [1350 − 18700C − 110\log CR]\), see Fig. 10b, similarly to carbon, it is found that additions of Nb in the range 0.04 and 0.12 % are more effective increasing strength with low carbon contents. Even the model predicts negative effects of niobium when it is increasing strength with low carbon contents. Even the effect of B, Mn and Ni is weakened as \(CR\) is increased, or better said, when accelerated cooling is applied.

Concerning carbon term: \(C \times [4170 − 18700Nb − 96\log CR]\), Fig. 10a has been drawn considering two cooling conditions; AC and ACC, and for three levels of Nb; 0.04, 0.08 and 0.12 %. This latter plot indicates that the carbon effect is weakened when accelerated cooling is applied and for high niobium contents. It seems that carbon is more effective increasing the strength levels for air cooling conditions and in combination with low niobium levels.

Concerning carbon term: \(C \times [4170 − 18700Nb − 96\log CR]\), Fig. 10a has been drawn considering two cooling conditions; AC and ACC, and for three levels of Nb; 0.04, 0.08 and 0.12 %. This latter plot indicates that the carbon effect is weakened when accelerated cooling is applied and for high niobium contents. It seems that carbon is more effective increasing the strength levels for air cooling conditions and in combination with low niobium levels.

The interaction between carbon and niobium has been plotted in Fig. 11. The results indicate the detrimental effect of carbon on fracture elongation is reduced as the niobium level is increased.

\[
\text{Fracture elongation (}\%\text{)} = 40 − 20000B − 8\text{Mn} − 6\text{Mo} − 3\text{Cr} − 2\text{Ni} − 2.5\log CR_s − \text{C} \times [70 − 300\text{Nb}],
\]

Concerning elongation, the detrimental effect of carbon on fracture elongation is reduced as the niobium level increases.

\[
\Delta\text{Elongation (}\%) = \%C \times [300(\%)\text{Nb} − 70]
\]

![Figure 11](image-url) Effect of carbon and niobium on fracture elongation

6 Discussion

In the present work, it was found that high additions of Nb, in the range 0.04 and 0.12 %, are more effective at increasing strength when combined with low carbon contents and with slow cooling rates (coiling). This finding is supported by literature:

It is well known that low carbon contents and fixing of nitrogen with titanium (an element with higher affinity for nitrogen than niobium) prevent niobium carbonitride formation and allow higher niobium contents to be easily dissolved during reheating of the slab, and therefore remaining in solid solution at the commencement of rolling. Besides, low carbon contents provide better toughness and ductility. By further lowering carbon content below the threshold value of 0.09 % (avoiding the peritectic reaction), segregation is reduced [7].

Niobium in solid solution, not precipitated in austenite at the finish rolling temperature, increases the strength by both causing the \(\gamma\)/\(\alpha\) transformation to occur at a lower temperature, which results in a higher volume fraction of bainite, and by the formation of niobium carbide precipitates in ferrite by means of slow cooling rates (precipitation hardening). According to equilibrium considerations, the percentage of solute niobium is higher the closer the chemical composition of the steel is to the stoichiometric ratio of carbon to niobium [8]. Thus the amount of solute niobium available for transformation and precipitation becomes greater with reduced carbon in High Strength Low Alloy steels (HSLA) [7, 9].

In hot direct rolling of microalloyed steels with niobium, J. S. Park et al. [10] reported a loss of yield and tensile strength occurred when carbon content exceeded approximately 0.07 wt. %. When carbon content exceeded a critical level, segregation of niobium to the liquid phase during solidification of the castings resulted in the presence of the eutectic NbCN. This effectively removed a significant fraction of the niobium from being able to participate in precipitation strengthening.

On the other hand, the probability of forming niobium carbide precipitates in ferrite or in the austenite-ferrite interphase during phase transformation is well known to be dependent on the finish rolling and cooling conditions. Investigations applying industrial processing cooling rates of more than 10 °C/s from the finish rolling temperature to typical cooling temperatures in the range between 550 and 650 °C did not show ferrite precipitation when typical coil cooling rates of 0.5 °C/s or higher are used [11, 12, 13]. Conversely, K. Hulka [7] found for low carbon microalloyed steels with niobium levels around 0.10 %, that when after transformation at a temperature of 550 °C (the same selected temperature in the present work), slow cooling is applied, ferrite precipitates are promoted giving an additional strength increase by precipitation hardening. Under practical conditions this strength increase was about 40 to 50 MPa. This figure is exactly the same as that obtained in the present work for proof stress; see Fig. 7a, where the upper error bar of Nb×\(\log CR\), which means the effect of slow cooling with high niobium contents, is rather close to 50 Mpa.

Concerning elongation, the detrimental effect of carbon on fracture elongation is reduced as the niobium level increases (Fig. 11). Note that the change in strength adversely affects elongation properties (Fig. 6a), therefore the loss of strengthening of carbon, when adding high
niobium contents, is translated into an improvement on elongation properties.

As previously introduced in Fig. 5, the increase of rolling reduction, closely related with grain size refinement [14, 15, 16], surprisingly does not produce an increase in strength as it would be expected (Hall-Petch effect). Note that the rolling reduction \( RR \) was not found to be significative enough \( (\alpha > 0.1) \) in tensile test models, see Tab. 5. The explanation of this striking observation can be as follows: The present work deals not only with a unique type of microstructure but with several ones; ferrite, bainite and mixture, being the strength of the latter ones strongly dependent on the transformation temperature [17], giving place to remarkable differences, mainly, in dislocation density and therefore, in strength for a given grain size.

7 Conclusion

- The type of microstructure plays a very important role on mechanical properties, where mean proof stress values of 500, 600 and 650 MPa were observed for ferrite, mixture (ferrite plus bainite) and bainite, respectively.
- The lack of importance of rolling reduction, or Hall-Petch effect on strength may be explained due to the presence of several types of microstructures (ferrite, bainite and mixture), where the type of microstructure plays a far more important role on strength than grain size.
- High Nb contents (up to 0,12 wt. %) are more effective at increasing strength combined with low carbon contents and with slow cooling rates below 550 \( ^\circ \) C, enhancing precipitation hardening, this latter effect being highly dependent on niobium content.
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